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Introduction
In an article in the Daily Herald of Wednesday, October 7, 2015, Dutch Minister of Home Affairs and
Kingdom Relations, Ronald Plasterk is quoted as saying that, “The construction of the Dutch Kingdom is
not etched in stone.”(Koelega, 2015) Plasterk argues, though, against whimsically altering the structure
of the kingdom without giving this current structure its fair chance. Still Plasterk notes that, “A
constellation should always move, breathe along with developments. My guess is that in 25 years the
constitutional structure will not be exactly the same as it is today. At a certain point there will be
changes.” (Idem) My first question to Plasterk and his contemporaries would be at what point and how
far into the future will we begin to speak about new changes? This question would be followed quickly
with, “do the islands get to play a part in the shaping of these changes and how do they play a part? As
equals or as subjects?” Finally, I would ask the islands in the current constellation, “How do you envision
these changes, both yourselves, for each other and for the kingdom?” The current constellation is one
that consists of four autonomous countries: the Netherlands, Aruba, Curacao and Sint Maarten, with a
number of tasks that are shared such as defense and foreign affairs. The question of course immediately
becomes, “shared how and what is the criteria of this sharing? Also, and most importantly, who
decides?” Plasterk noted that there are certainly points of contention within the relationships between
kingdom partners, however he stated that, “but, in general we are on speaking terms. The occasional
serious talks are a sign of mutual respect. While acknowledging that we are all equal countries, we
should also be able to say that there are developments that we are very worried about,” Plasterk said.
(Idem) He followed up by stating that, “Pressure by The Hague will always remain a factor; that has to
do with the dissymmetry in the Kingdom and the fact that the Netherlands is a much larger country. The
largest asymmetry is that 98 per cent of the people in our kingdom live in the Netherlands. Proportional
representation is, therefore, not possible. That is the result of having 325, 000 inhabitants on one side of
the ocean and 17 million on the other.” (Idem) Plasterk’s statements are both interesting and
problematic if one lives on this side of the ocean, because his sentiments highlight the fact that equal
partnership is in fact a myth and non-proportional/disproportionate partnership is more the order of the
day. But what does this disproportionate partnership look like within the myth of equal partners that we
have been spoon fed and digested. Plasterk states, “Naturally, we have discussions on certain issues, but
that is nearly unavoidable if you look at our situation geographically and take in account the asymmetry.
It is only logical that there’s friction once in a while.” (Idem) Thus, we know that at least one aspect of
disproportionate partnership is discussion, but by Plasterk’s own words these discussions are already
weighted by biases steeped in asymmetry and geographic location. In the article Plasterk notes that
interventions from the Netherlands are frequently viewed as “neo-colonial meddling in internal affairs.”
(Idem) Plasterk acknowledges that while he is in favor of the present situation, there are those, both in
the European and Caribbean parts of the kingdom, who are already advocating for newer kingdom
structures and even post-kingdom structures. He states, “I truly feely that I am a defender of the current
constellation, but that is not easy because the voices for looser ties are getting louder on both sides of
the ocean. Large political parties on the islands are campaigning for independence, and I am not so sure
that the parties that want to continue together in this kingdom form the majority in the Dutch
Parliament.” (Idem) He goes on to argue that a commonwealth situation, such as we see on neighboring
Caribbean islands would not be “desirable” and would in fact be detrimental to the Dutch Caribbean

islands; leaving them vulnerable. But what kind of vulnerability is the minister referring to? Vulnerable
has several different meanings including susceptible, assailable, exposed. One must wonder then, which
vulnerability the honorable minister is referring to and further what ideas this vulnerability is embedded
in. This idea of vulnerability would not be so problematic however, if it only came from persons such as
Minister Plasterk or his peers on the European side of the ocean, but all too often these same
sentiments are echoed by persons and officials on the Caribbean side of the ocean as well and this
statement has little to do with ideas of independence or dependence. In essence the Caribbean parts of
the kingdom have been taught to look at ourselves from positions of weakness and/or vulnerability and
seldom from positions of strength, fortitude and/or determination.
The Dutch Caribbean and by proxy Caribbean Dutch people have always been positioned as dependent
on the Netherlands; an approach that brings with it ideas of helplessness, subordination, subservience,
etc; this, while it was, definitely, not always so. A quick glance at the history of the Dutch Caribbean
highlights periods in which the governing of the Dutch Caribbean islands was insular and indeed, the
people were heavily self-reliant. Two periods in particular, highlighted by Saban historian and politician
Will Johnson, were at the early stages of Dutch settlement and during the Second World War, when the
islands were largely cut off from the Netherlands. During that latter time the islands had to be largely
self-sufficient and marshal themselves forward under their own steam. (Johnson, 2012 & 1989)
However, this is not a history of the Dutch Caribbean that is often taught to either Dutch Caribbean or
Dutch European people. Instead on both sides of the Atlantic, the islands and their populations are cast
as takers, while the Netherlands is cast as givers. This casting influences the ways in which much plays
out in the kingdom.
One cannot talk about the kingdom, its origins or its current state without discussing Gramsci’s concept
of the subaltern. Gramsci used this concept to frame the way in which power dynamics play out
between social groups. Within the kingdom, as may be garnered from my language above, there are
certainly two dominant groups which emerge in kingdom discourse; that is Caribbean Dutch and
European Dutch. According to Gramsci in order for one group to understand itself or relate to itself, it
must have the other as contrast. (Gramsci, 2011) In this case the dominant of the dominant groups, the
European Dutch, could only frame itself, particularly in the past, in context of those in the colonies it had
established in the east and in the west. Gramsci argument, however, is that this contextualizing does not
happen in a vacuum and that the people being used as the contrasting focus could also use their own
means and mechanisms to subvert the power and authority of those who would force their ideologies
on them.
Said took Gramsci’s subaltern a step further noting that not only were there social power dynamics at
play; with one group juxtaposing itself against the other group, but that the dominant group in effect
had to Other the subordinate group in effect creating an us vs. them binary in order to construct feelings
of superiority. This idea of othering, according to Said, could be distinguished in the manner in which
Western Europeans engaged with those they had subjugated. (Said, 1985)
Sheoran writes, “colonialism opened a big wound in the psychology, culture and identity of the once
colonized people.” (Sheoran, 2014) During the colonial age, the Western world created a hierarchy,

which put Westerners at the top of the colonized to separate the two culturally different groups as the
colonizer and the colonized. Western colonization was founded upon binary oppositions such as “the
colonizer and the colonized, the Occidental and the Oriental, the civilized and the primitive, the scientific
and the superstitious, the developed and the underdeveloped.” (Prakash, 1995) That is to say, the line
between the colonizer and the colonized was drawn clearly with many adjectives and stereotyping by
the Western world and the colonized were put into a “subaltern” position.”
Building on the work of Gramsci and Said, Hall noted that Western European discourses of difference
and dominance, driven particularly by European ideas, culture and language, reinforced this idea of
other, but also of dominance on the part of the Europeans. After all they were the creators of discourse
and the other had very little, if any voice in it and if those othered persons were interested in being a
part of the discourse, they first had to learn to master the masters’ tools so to speak. (Hall, 2007)
Sheoran, “After World War II ended and many colonies became independent, art, literatures and
cultures of the indigenous people flourished; colonial cultures and characteristics mixed with
“indigenous traditions, myths, and mores,” in the end, giving way to a new type of work, which is called
“the postcolonial text. The new role that the West Indian has assumed is nothing more than a “mimic
man”. It is this mimicry that makes the West Indian identity “neither one nor the other, but a distinctive
fusion of the two”. The fusion of different cultures creates confused minds.” (Sheoran, 2014)
Building on this idea of a confused mind from a Caribbean scholarly perspective Fanon notes that this
mastery of the dominant group’s culture and behavior comes at a sharp price to the othered person, be
s/he cannot fully be a part of the dominant group, but neither can s/he remain as was in the othered
group. For the Dutch Caribbean this is interestingly apt. (Fanon, 1967) Dubois called this predicament
the double consciousness. (Dubois, 1994) The Dutch Caribbean person is constantly trying to reconcile
two sides of her/himself to each other. Dutch and Caribbean; this creates a space in which there are two
or more senses of self. The first the sense of belonging to this kingdom, which somehow translates into
being in better economic positions than many others in the Caribbean; with a passport allowing access
to most desired, but inaccessible countries for Caribbean people. The second bringing a sense of being
forever other, I do not dare say inferior, to those in the ‘mother’ country and the metropoles. Then
there is a third consciousness a relating to self in context of nearer neighbors in North America and in
the past in South America whose realities struck nearer to home than those across the Atlantic.
The influence of this othering is not restricted to Caribbean Dutch however, but also works on the
identity of European Dutch, who must, when necessary, also view her/himself in relation to two or more
binaries. On the one hand s/he is Dutch is relation to the rest of Europe and the developed world and
then again s/he is European in relation to Caribbean Dutch persons. If we recall Hall’s assertion about
tools of dominance we can easily identify the ways in which European Dutch maintain dominance within
the structure of the kingdom; culture, ideas and language. These were and continue to be imparted
largely via education.
If the phrase “separate, but equal” summarized the legal framework for segregation in the United States
of America, particularly pertaining to education, during the Jim Crow era, then an idiom “equal, but

inequitable” should be created to apply to the political framework which has governed relations within
the Kingdom of the Netherlands for the past centuries, specifically since the 1950s. For in the Kingdom
of the Netherlands one way of being is certainly perceived as being valued far more than others and is
structurally reinforced through an intersecting of language, education, culture, origins, race, class and
gender. While the European part of the Kingdom has long paid lip-service to the concept of multiculturalism, government(s) across the Kingdom has/have clung to a mono-lingualism, which has placed
the lingua franca of only one part of the Kingdom, far above those in the other parts. (The) Dutch, is
king, not just literally (in the form of Willem Alexander), but also figuratively (in the form of the
hierarchies in the political and civil service apparatuses). Just this week I told of two experiences in
which potential employees were turned away from civil servant job positions on St. Maarten, because
their Dutch was not up to par and that letters for clients had to be written in Dutch; this in a population
where the language of the day is English, this on an island where the constitution, in article 16, bars
discrimination based on language. An interesting contrast are the words of Judge Bob Witte, during his
speech at the opening of the Ombudsman’s Information Village, in which he stated that there was a
need for more Caribbean lawyers and judges, but this need is one that is hindered by all laws being in
Dutch. Witte noted that this is something that the kingdom may have to reconsider, because for a
lawyer or judge laws must now be learned in various contexts and even more importantly across many
languages, especially English. (Witte, 2015) Still the kingdom government and by proxy the government
of St. Maarten reifies the position of the Dutch language above all others in the kingdom.
This reification has been internalized on both sides of the ocean and in both the Netherlands and on the
islands you will hear those who suggest that in a Dutch kingdom the language of government should be
Dutch; denying the diversity of the kingdom in one sweep. Nowhere is this debate on language more
apparent than when it comes to school and language of instruction. Parents will argue that the only way
for their children to get ahead is to learn Dutch, never problematizing the fact that not all children are
linguistically inclined and/or when Dutch was the language of instruction, a small number of children
actually go ahead so to speak. However, we cannot fail to remember that during colonialism and in the
years directly thereafter education played a very important role in imparting European ideas on
Caribbean people all across the region, including the Dutch entities. Therefore if we are to return to
Gramsci, Said, Hall, Fanon and others and apply their theories on the Dutch Caribbean it would seem as
if they in fact correct. However, on an island like St. Maarten, where so many of the people are
migrants, who come to the island with languages of their own and then must first learn the lingua franca
of the island, English and then still learn the language of government, how will this work.
I took a not so random sample of a tertiary class of 17 students, 8 females, 9 males, to see what their
opinions were about the kingdom, St. Maarten and their sense of belonging. Of the group 8 were born
on St. Maarten and 15 grew up on St. Maarten in their formative years. Only two had one or more
parents from St. Maarten, the remainder were first generation St. Maarteners. Of that number only 6
had Dutch nationality and 1 had French. When asked how many of them felt that they were St.
Maarteners, the number was 5, 2 girls and 3 boys. When asked how many felt that they were Dutch,
only 3 made this connection. Interestingly enough all were without Dutch nationality. When asked how
many felt that they belong to where their parents were from or where they were born, 8 responded

affirmatively. Only one person felt no affinity to where their parents came from or where they were
born. On the other had two felt no affinity with St. Maarten and 9, 8 girls and 1 boy felt no affinity with
the kingdom. When asked what the biggest reason was why they did not feel an affinity with the
kingdom, the majority said it was because of language (inability to understand what was being shared)
and lack of passport. Four students, 2 boys and 2 girls, said they felt like they were hybrids, parts of the
country of origin, St. Maarten and the kingdom. They noted that their affinity to their country of origins
or the country of origins of their parents was based on family relations-connectedness, passport,
growing up experiences, culture (maintenance thereof, even on St. Maarten) and pride; including in the
way they speak and their accents. One student also spoke of the fact that St. Maarten remained a
colony when her country of origin had already attained independence.
Glissant contrasts European history with Caribbean “nonhistory” and Covi asks, “What does it mean to
live outside of history, outside of the history of the Subject that already knows itself, outside of
modernity and in the silence of one’s own trauma, shock and dispossession?” (Glissant, 1989 & Covi,
2010) I answer, “What does it mean to live inside the outside of history? As the last colonies of the
Caribbean, what are the ways in which we consider ourselves and what are the ways in which we are
considered by others, including European Dutch persons? What are the frameworks around which we
wrap or warp our ideas? Covi continues by problematizing the simplifications of post colonialism which
denies the interconnectedness of people. (Idem) However, what if this interconnectedness is denied on
both fronts? In which ways would it manifest? Perhaps as a cultural norm which clearly privileges one
group within the kingdom, while othering the next and which is defended as tradition in spite of protests
to the contrary highlighting its offense. If we are to be truly equal then we must start to envision a
connectedness built on a desire to deconstruct all of the oppressions internalized on both fronts,
including those steeped in culture and language.
Logan writes that,…
all people, regardless of personal, cultural, and social history, internalize values and
beliefs of the world they have been raised in. While some of these values and beliefs
enable creative achievement and success, others create a sense of profound limitation
and self-doubt. This doubt can be described as internalized oppression -- a process by
which people come to accept and internalize the inaccurate myths and stereotypes they
have been exposed to. The idea is that ‘no one is immune from having to wrestle with a
sense that something is holding them back, regardless of background or privilege", and
they founded their organization on the belief that "with the right education, exposure,
and support, everyone is capable of growing their capacity to create, to achieve, and to
thrive. Traditional slavery may be over…, but most of us know that racism is still alive
and well in this country and the rest of the world. I agree that oppression is a universal
issue that extends beyond race, but to say that we are beyond racism is just simply not
accurate. This internalized oppression is its own form of slavery, so in some respects
even slavery lives on; it just looks different these days than it used to. This brand of
slavery imprisons the mind and poisons the spirit. It keeps us shackled to an idea
someone else has about our worth and tells us we are wrong to feel human, that we are

not equal, and that we are, in fact, nothing but a hog being fattened up for the kill.
(Logan, 2012)
This quote highlights the quandary of the kingdom. In which, oppressions, internalized both ways
continues to have impact on the ways in which Dutch Caribbean people and European Dutch people
relate to each other; even if these are not overt.
Caribbean scholars state that, given the history of the region, the Caribbean could be the place where a
new way of being emerges, rooted in the creolizations which have occurred. However, as it pertains to
language and its intersection with the aforementioned concepts, this creolization has not birthed new
ideas about equality with the Dutch Caribbean. Much in the Kingdom of the Netherlands remains the
same. Old hierarchies remain relevant. What is more alarming though is the inability of leaders to
recognize the many ways in which the kingdom is imbalanced or propose viable solutions to challenge
and/or change such. They too are products of one of the main perpetuators of the Kingdom’s
imbalance; education. The educational institutions of the Dutch Caribbean, have for the most part, until
recently, been set up as mere copycats of the Netherlands, not looking deep enough at what the Dutch
Caribbean needs. Local successes are fabricated and superficial, patterned after a design the Dutch
Caribbean person had no real role in shaping. There has been no real conversation about Dutch
Caribbean identity separate from a Kingdom identity and when and where it has occurred it has been
led by fringe groups or those consumed by narrow nationalism. Dutch Caribbean leaders then are
incapable of changing a reality they cannot imagine these islands beyond; they are not in positions
(symbolically, culturally, etc.) from which to negotiate for new, more equitable terms, because they
cannot even conceptualize them.
However, the European Dutch, also cannot envision a different kind of kingdom. Oppression, which has
been internalized, works both ways – European Dutch have internalized superiority and Dutch
Caribbean Dutch have internalized inferiority and these internalizations have created structures,
anchored squarely in language, which reinforce old hierarchies; old ways of being unequal kingdom
“partners”. If history is examined it becomes clear that the Caribbean region, including the Dutch
Caribbean, is the original melting pot of the Western Hemisphere. In its bid for position in the UN
Security Council in 2016, European Dutch representatives position the Dutch Caribbean as strength, in
terms of proximity to North and South America, in terms of the multitude of languages spoken there,
etc. A strength that is perhaps, not understood by Dutch Caribbean persons themselves.
To fully stand in our strength as Dutch Caribbean people, we must reach a place and a space in which we
recognize and understand the hybrids we truly are. Not in in contrast to our Caribbean neighbors and a
fake sense of superiority often exhibited, but in relations to our European Dutch partners and even to
our other Caribbean Dutch partners. We must as Caribbean, feminist scholar Audre Lorde says, increase
our visibility, find our voices and speak our truths and we must construct our own frameworks from
which to engage in new discourses. At an Independence for St. Martin Foundation lecture held at the
University of St. Martin on October 3rd, 2015, Dr. Verene Sheperd, who spoke on, “Reparatory Justice
and the Decade for People of African Descent: The CARICOM Case” suggested that there is a “willed
ignorance” on the part of the former colonial powers to the islands. Note this is the same Sheperd who

was criticized for calling out the racist aspects of Zwarte Piet. However, perhaps she is right. The
Netherlands is one of the key players in the United Nations and champions tirelessly for the recognition
of LGBT peoples across the globe, something I must thank them for as an LGBT person myself. However,
the next ten years will mark the United Nations Decade for People of African Descent, 2015-2024 and
with 2015 coming to a close we have had no official acknowledgement of this; nothing from St. Maarten
government, but also nothing from the Netherlands. In 2011 there was the International Year for People
of African Descent and again there were no noteworthy demarcations. This is odd for a kingdom in
which there is a great deal of people of African Descent. Dr. Gloria Wekker once asked me what kind of
African cultures remained in the Upper Dutch Caribbean islands, noting the small size of islands and the
proximity of living arrangements between the masters’ and the enslaved peoples. I have spent several
years since then thinking about this very thing, this very question. Sheperd urges us to write ourselves as
subjects, not as objects and to recall the names of those who have demonstrated strength and
resistance in the face of slavery, colonialism and even neo-colonialism. Short of Tula and One Tete
Lokhay where are our stories? She states that site of memory are important for remembering who we
are not just as Dutch Caribbean people, but as Afro-Caribbean Dutch and the many hybrid ways in which
that manifests. Thus perhaps in order to work towards equality as a kingdom we have to first return to
ourselves, whether through renewal or re-imagining ourselves whole. As it pertains to potential, the
Dutch Caribbean is burgeoning, but can we imagine ourselves from positions of strength and possibility,
rather than weakness and dependency. It is clear that different types of dialogue that must take place
on various levels within the Kingdom. Dutch denial, rooted in not only the European Dutch, but the
Caribbean Dutch as well, must be done away with. The approach must be both top down and bottom up
in order to create real success. In order to level the playfields across the Kingdom a new kind of equality
must be imagined. Again, the Netherlands has a Gender and LGBT emancipation policy, but the Kingdom
of the Netherlands has no policy on race and no policy which acknowledges the diversity of language
across the partnership or the inequalities that occur as a result of this.
To return to where I began, with Minister Plasterk’s words, on the changing constructs of the kingdom, I
offer this, our equality maybe should not reflect proportionality, but it still should reflect equality and
this means debunking ideas of superiority and inferiority, not just of people, but of cultures, languages,
education, economics and so forth. Logan, concerning upending internalized oppression, wrote, “My
dream is that we can transform; that we are brave enough to identify the inner oppressor and cast him
out; that we are able to break free from the prisons we have been placed in by fear and hate and
instead, honor who we are as people. We are all human beings with voices that deserve to be heard,
and we all have the power to change the world.” (Logan, 2012) Like Logan, I too have a dream and my
dream is that transformation is not a one prong process, but two pronged, transforming both the
oppressed, but also the oppressors, whether they are conscious of the structural oppressions or not.
That is only way towards a more equal kingdom. That the minister’s words came just before 10-10-10,
this the date on which the kingdom became a constellation of four equal countries within said structure
cannot be overlooked. In any new changes to the kingdom, equality of voices must be recognized and
realized or we will have missed the boat yet again.

The issue with kingdom relations is that they are not one dimensional, but occur at an intersecting of
many constructs. In the end, however, neo-colonialism is still steeped in patriarchy and patriarchy
manifests in hierarchies of importance, so in good feminist fashion, perhaps it will be left to those who
can deconstruct both neo-colonialism and patriarchy on both sides of the ocean in order to reimagine a
new kingdom. The kingdom of the Netherlands, comprised of four EQUAL partners, should reflect
equality, however asymmetrical it appears.
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